-activated forces of single skinned rat cardiac cells. Particular attention was paid to the descending limb of the active length-tension curve while the sarcomeric order of stretched cells was investigated before and during contraction. To analyse sarcomere length and sarcomere-length inhomogeneity, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) was employed. The fundamental frequency in the FFT spectrum is a measure of sarcomere length. The full-width-half-maximum of the first-order line is a measure of sarcomere-length inhomogeneity. In relaxing buffer, the sarcomere-length inhomogeneity of skinned cells increased linearly with mean sarcomere length. Upon Ca 2+ -dependent activation of skinned cells contracting isometrically, mean sarcomere length decreased slightly and inhomogeneity increased; both effects were greater at higher Ca 2+ concentrations. Maximum activation was reached at sarcomere lengths between 2.2 and 2.4 m, whereas the descending limb of the active length-tension curve approached zero force already at >2.8 m. This steep force decline could not be explained by overly inhomogeneous sarcomere lengths in very long, contracting cells. Rather, the results of mechanical measurements on single cardiac myofibrils implied that high stretching is accompanied by irreversible structural alterations within cardiac sarcomeres, most likely thick-filament disarray and disruption of binding sites between myosin and titin due to changes in titin's tertiary structure. Loss of a regular thick-filament organization may then impair active force generation. We conclude that the descending limb of the cardiac length-tension curve is determined both by the degree of actin-myosin overlap and by the intrinsic properties of titin filaments.
Introduction
ical sarcomere-length (SL) dependence of force development with a relatively steep force rise between The mechanical properties of cardiac-muscle preparations have been extensively studied for several 1.7 and 2.2-2.3 m SL, particularly at intermediate Ca 2+ activation levels, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] which explains the endecades (for reviews, see Allen and Kentish 1 and Brady 2 ). The forces developed under both relaxing hanced contractility of the heart after increased diastolic filling (Frank-Starling mechanism). The and activating conditions have been investigated in multicellular specimens, single cardiac myocytes, SL-active tension curve is less well defined at lengths greater than optimum, essentially because it is and isolated single myofibrils. Progress has been made in recent years towards an understanding difficult to pull conventional cardiac preparations such as papillary muscles or trabeculae to beyond of the origin of passive tension in non-activated 2.4 m SL. Efforts have been made to determine an image processor (Hamamatsu ARGUS-10). A MacIntosh computer (IIci) was used with the folthe full-range SL-tension curve of rat and dog cardiac myocytes, 10 but the sarcomeres could not lowing software: Quick Capture 1.13 (Data Translation, Marlboro, MA, USA), NIH Image 1.43 be stretched to the point where active tension development was zero. Nevertheless, in many text-(Microsoft), and IPLab Spectrum QC (Signal Analytics, Vienna, Austria). Force was monitored with books it is tacitly assumed that the descending limb of the SL-tension relation of cardiac muscle is a digital storage oscilloscope (Hitachi VC-6025). For calibration purposes, the force transducer was basically similar to that of skeletal muscle. Accordingly, active force is thought to drop to zero at turned into a vertical position with the connecting tube pointing downwards. Two paper rings of 3.6-3.9 m SL, 11 i.e. at the end of overlap between actin and myosin filaments. A main goal of this 0.4 mg and 0.76 mg weight were slipped over the wire hook and the deflection of the oscilloscope study was to investigate whether this scenario is indeed correct.
beam was recorded. Other forces could easily be calculated from the deflection of the oscilloscope Passive and active forces of single rat cardiomyocytes were measured over a wide range of beam by using a simple equation. lengths. Passive tension was also investigated in isolated single cardiac myofibrils. A computer-aided method was employed to determine SL and SL Cell preparation and solutions inhomogeneity from the intensity profiles recorded in selected regions along a myocyte. 12, 13 The anaThe cell preparation was performed in a Langendorff apparatus as described elsewhere. 16 Briefly, Wistar lysis technique is based on the fast Fourier transform (FFT). 14, 15 Mean SL is obtained by measuring and rats were killed by rapid excision of the heart after anaesthesia. The heart was mounted in the inverting the fundamental frequency of the FFT spectrum. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
Langendorff apparatus and perfused for 5 min with solution A (mmol/l: NaCl 110; KCl 2.6; KH 2 PO 4 of the first-order peak is a measure of SL inhomogeneity. The focus of this study was the des-1.2; MgSO 4 1.2; HEPES 25; glucose 11; adjusted to pH 7.0 with NaOH). This solution was then replaced cending limb of the active length-tension curve. We found that rat cardiac myocytes exhibit a relatively by solution B, which was identical to solution A, except that it contained collagenase D (Sigma short descending limb, which cannot be explained by increased SL inhomogeneity of highly stretched, Chemicals) at a concentration of 166.4 mg/l. Digestion lasted about 20 min. During the final 7 min, contracting sarcomeres. Instead, mechanical analysis of the elastic properties of titin filaments in calcium (0.2 mmol/l) was added. After digestion the cells were washed and disintegrated in a colcardiac sarcomeres strongly suggests an involvement of these filaments in the determination of the lagenase-free solution and then skinned in a buffer (mmol/l: EGTA 10; Na 2 ATP 3.5) containing 0.5% abbreviated descending limb.
Triton X-100 for 10 min. This solution was exchanged for relaxing solution (mmol/l: imidazole 30; Na 2 ATP 4; creatine phosphate 12; Mg-acetate 3.5; EGTA 10; K-acetate 100.5; leupeptin 0.05),
Materials and Methods
which was used also during measurements of cell length and width. For activation experiments, we Experimental setup and force measurement used solutions with pCa 7.0, 5.7, 5.46 and 4.9. No activation is expected at pCa 7.0, whereas pCa 4.9 The experimental apparatus (Fig. 1A) is centered around a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted microscope, fully activates the contractile apparatus. 3, 17 The cells were stored in a buffer containing relaxing with micromanipulators mounted on each side. One manipulator holds a fine glass needle, the other a solution and glycerol in equal parts. force transducer (403A, Cambridge Technologies Inc.), to which a fine wire is attached. Skinned rat cardiac myocytes were glued between the tips of Experimental protocol the wire and the glass needle (Fig. 1B) . The image of a cell was monitored by a CCD camera (HamFifty microlitres of cell suspension were placed on the microscope stage, and cells were selected acamatsu C 3077) and was either displayed on a computer monitor or stored on a video recorder cording to the following criteria: 18,19 rectangular shape with sharp edges, cell length at least 90 m, (Panasonic AG 7350) with the help of a CCD camera control unit (Hamamatsu C 2400) and and SL at least 1.8 m. Measurements of cell length, cell width, SL and SL inhomogeneity of intact and Measurement of cell dimensions, sarcomere length and sarcomere length inhomogeneity skinned single myocytes at rest were performed under a 20× objective. For stretch experiments, Calibration of cell length measurement was perskinned cells were attached to the glass needle tip and the force transducer with an adhesive conformed with a gauge beam of known length. SL was measured with two different methods: taining polyurethane (Great Stuff) and cellulose nitrate ( Fig. 2A) . Stretch was applied by the micro-(i) The length of a section of about 20 sarcomeres manipulator-controlled movement of the glass was determined by comparison with the known needle with a speed of 5 m/s. 20, 21 Passive force, SL, length of the faded-in gauge-beam and then cell width, and SL inhomogeneity were recorded divided by the number of sarcomeres to obtain once a quasi steady-state force level was reached the average SL. (following >2 min of stress relaxation). After com-(ii) Mean SL was assessed by calculating and inpletion of stress relaxation, cells were activated in verting the fundamental frequency of the Foursolutions of different pCa levels by exchanging the ier spectrum (Fig. 2) . From the spatial frequency medium three times to replace the relaxing buffer of the sarcomeric pattern, the wavelength was by the activating solution fully. The rise in force calculated and translated into SL. 15 was followed on the storage oscilloscope and, after active force reached a constant level, cell images SL inhomogeneity corresponds to the FWHM of the first-order peaks (Fig. 2C) . Increased SL inwere captured to analyse SL and SL inhomogeneity. Force amplitudes of stretched and calcium-activated homogeneity leads to a broadening of the first-order line. To avoid an influence of the ROI size on FWHM, cells generally were measured by applying a rapid shortening step to or below slack length.
we usually selected an area of 512×32 pixels, which fully included the object of interest also at such cases the two-dimensional spectrum was collapsed into a one-dimensional spectrum by sumthe longest SLs. For analysis, a two-dimensional FFT spectrum was calculated initially (Fig. 2B) . The ming up the pixels perpendicular to the spectrum's equatorial axis (Fig. 2B,C) . 15 Another factor to be two-dimensional spectrum is sensitive to sarcomere skewing: skewing causes the spectral peaks to be considered is an "out-of-register" of sarcomeres in the Z-direction. However, the focal depth of the located off the equatorial axis of the spectrum. In the absence of skewing, the peaks are located on microscope at the magnification chosen was only 5 m (4-5 myofibrils), and slight misregistration the equatorial axis of the spectrum, and both onedimension and two-dimension based Fourier anawould lead to a decrease in contrast between Aand I-bands, not to a change in apparent SL and lyses yield identical results. 15 Therefore, only those experiments were included in the study where spec-SL inhomogeneity. 12 Altogether, the method of detecting SL inhomogeneity by FFT analysis is tral peaks were located on the spectrum's equatorial axis-thus indicating no detectable skewing. In advantageous when compared with laser dif- fractometry, 22 in that it allows a relatively simple reported elsewhere 6, 18, 23 and were comparable in intact and skinned myocytes. However, a statexperimental setup, the possibility of an exact definition of a region of interest, and low energy exposure istically significant difference was found for FWHM (SL inhomogeneity), which was lower in skinned of the cell.
myocytes than in intact cells (P<0.001).
A typical force response of a skinned cardiomyocyte stretched with constant speed to near Statistics 2.6 m SL is shown in Figure 3A (inset). At quasisteady state, force reached a value of >1 mg. To For most statistical analyses Student's t-test was relate the measured force to the tension, a cell's used, either paired or unpaired. Values of P<0.05 cross-sectional area is required. We calculated the were regarded as statistically significant.
cross-sectional area from the cell width. Based on three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of optical sections of rat cardiac myocytes (obtained by laserSingle myofibril mechanics scanning microscopy; data not shown), we assumed an oval cross-sectional area with a constant width: Myofibrils isolated from freshly prepared rat left thickness ratio of 1.67:1, which is thought to be ventricular tissue were suspended between a mistretch-independent. 17,20 Steady-state tension in the cromotor and a sensitive force transducer, and example of Figure 3A (inset) was 32 mN/mm 2 . passive length-tension curves were measured as
Results of such kinds of experiments are sumdescribed. 3, 21 Relaxing solutions contained, in most marized in Figure 3A ; tension, , was plotted cases, the active force-inhibiting drug, 2,3-butaneagainst SL, and data were fitted by the equation: dione monoxime (20 m), to suppress any contractile activity possibly remaining even in relaxing =4.413 * [exp(2.873 * (SL−1.845))-1]; r 2 =0.92. buffer. In a typical protocol, a single myofibril (or (1) a doublet) was stretched in stages from slack length to a series of desired SLs. Stretch duration was
The passive length-tension curve was comparable >20 s; the hold period (to wait for stress relaxation)
to that described by others for skinned rat cardiac was 2-3 min. Following stretching to a maximum cells. 4, 24 SL, the specimen was released in stages to slack We also investigated the relationship between SL length. To obtain tension, the cross-sectional area and FWHM (SL inhomogeneity) upon cell stretch. of a preparation was inferred from the specimen's Figure 3B shows that FWHM increased with SL. diameter as described. 21 The data was fitted by a simple: 
Results

Mechanical properties of non-activated cells
In addition, we compared the SL inhomogeneity near the cell attachment sites to that of the middle A total of 113 cells were included in the analysis: portion of the myocyte. No statistically significant difference was found, either in cells at slack length 30 intact and 83 skinned cells. Table 1 shows data of skinned and intact myocytes at rest. Cellular or in cells stretched to >2.5 m SL (data not shown). dimensions and slack SLs were similar to values ]. An original force trace is shown in the inset of Figure 4 ; a skinned myocyte was activated at the cells used in this study exhibit normal contractile properties. 1.9 m SL in pCa 5.46 solution. Active force rose to a constant maximum level (0.43 mg), before the Active tension was measured altogether in 37 skinned cardiac cells and was calculated by subcell was quickly released to below slack length. The main Figure 4 demonstrates that full activation tracting passive from total tension. Maximum active tension levels (60-70 mN/mm 2 ) reached the typical was reached near pCa 4.9. Because the SL affects the calcium sensitivity of myofilaments, tension values found in skinned cardiac specimens. 9,26 SL was determined from the FFT spectra recorded was measured at two different degrees of stretching, 2.20±0.04 m (mean±SD, n=6) and during active force development. squares) during activation, presumably due to the compliance of the force transducer. On the other an SL range from 1.8 m to almost 3.0 m was investigated. In (B), (C), and (D), a local tension hand, SL-inhomogeneity (filled squares) increased upon activation, depending on calcium conmaximum is seen between 2.2 and 2.4 m SL. The myocytes could readily be stretched up to the point centration. Possible artifacts due to solution exchange did not appear to affect the results, since where active tension development reached zero: tension became undetectable near 2.8 m SL. at pCa 7.0 no change of mean SL and SL inhomogeneity was detectable. To check for possible variability in SL distribution along the activated cell, myocytes were "virtually" subdivided into three SL and SL inhomogeneity during calcium activation equal partitions, a middle region and both end regions. The mean SL was measured in each parThe effect of calcium activation on SL intition (Table 2 ). These measurements were made homogeneity was tested in skinned cardiac cells at at high Ca 2+ activation levels and at SLs of >2.2 SLs between 1.8 and >2.8 m. Results are shown and >2.7 m, respectively. Table 2 demonstrates in Figure 6 : mean SLs and FWHM are plotted that neither a statistically significant difference of as the ratio of post-activation value:pre-activation mean SL, nor differences in the standard deviations, value vs SL. Pre-activation levels are considered to were found among the three partitions. Thus, subbe 100%. The analysis was made again at four stantial variability in SL distribution along a highly different pCa levels, pCa 7.0 [ Fig. 6 (A) , pCa 5.7 stretched cell during activation could be excluded. (B), pCa 5.46 (C), and pCa 4.9 (D)]. Figure 6 This finding was further supported by the results of the FWHM analysis ( no statistically significant dependence (data not Figure 7 shows the myofibrillar force >2.7 m were examined. A statistically significant difference (measured by Student's t-test) between partitions was not found.
response to imposed stretches up to >3.4 m SL. When the data of many measurements were pooled (main Fig. 7) , it appeared that between 1.8 and (>2.5 m), the increase in SL inhomogeneity upon activation was usually much smaller than that 2.8 m SL, the shape of the passive tension curve of single myofibrils, was more or less similar to that observed at shorter SLs.
Finally, we used linear regression (least-squares of single cells (Fig. 3A) and exhibited a quasiexponential rise. As shown in Figure 7 , passive method) to test whether or not the active force level depended on SL inhomogeneity, but found tension of single myofibrils began to increase less 7). We then suggest that the structural changes Such experiments demonstrated a first decrease in associated with high stretching may strongly impair the slope of the passive tension curve between 2.6 the ability of myosin to interact with thin filaments and 2.7 m SL (inset in upper left-hand corner of and generate active force. This may result in the Fig. 7 ). This deviation from the quasi-exponential observed steep decrease in active tension of cardiac force rise becomes more clearly detectable when sarcomeres approaching a length of 2.8-3.0 m. log force is plotted against SL (inset in lower righthand corner of Fig. 7) . Between 2.8 and 3.0 m SL the curve flattens further, which may indicate the Discussion reach of a "strain limit". The strain limit SL has
In this study, a FFT method was employed to evaluate been shown to correlate with the onset of severe SL and SL inhomogeneity during stretching and actstructural changes within the sarcomere, most notive contraction of single skinned rat cardiac cells. The ably thick-filament disarray and disruption of the approach is based on previous reports demonstrating composite thick filament made up of myosin and that computer-aided analysis of the intensity profiles titin. 24, 27, 28 Irreversible structural alterations could recorded from cellular regions represents a precise indeed be inferred from our observation that the means of measuring SL and SL inhomogeneity in release curve after high stretching was generally much below the stretch curve (indicating large single-cell preparations, 12, 13 particularly when coupled with FFT. 14, 15 A main focus of the present linear increase in mean SL. Even at high stretch forces, mean SL usually does not exceed >2.4 m, analysis was to investigate SL inhomogeneity of cells over a wide range of SL.
because damage of glued/clipped end regions leads to a high compliance of these regions. 33, 34 Moreover, Examination of non-activated myocytes at rest revealed that more or less all cells exhibit some SL during activation, substantial internal sarcomere shortening is observed. 7, 35 The lack of homogeneous inhomogeneity. This finding is perhaps attributable to the "field structure" of a cardiac myocyte 29 conactivation has prevented faithful measurements of the length-tension curve in larger cardiac specisisting of domains within which SLs are closely coupled; SL variability is found mainly between domens. With the advent of the single-cell preparation, 6 more homogeneous activations were achieved. 23 mains. 29 Also, SL inhomogeneity was lower in skinned than in intact cells, consistent with an earlier However, attempts to determine the full-range SLactive tension relation have been infrequent and report. 9 This might be related to optical distortion by nuclei, mitochondria, and sarcoplasmic resomewhat inconclusive. We know of no study in which a complete descending limb of the cardiac ticulum, 13, 30 structures which are eliminated during chemical skinning. Another factor could be sponlength-tension curve was obtained.
In the present study, we succeeded in measuring taneous Ca 2+ oscillations even in diastole leading to microscopic, spontaneous, contractile activity and active forces of single rat cardiomyocytes over a wide length range. At both submaximal (pCa 5.7, pCa SL inhomogeneity. 16, 31, 32 Removal or functional inactivation of the calcium-sensitive structures may 5.46) and full (pCa 4.9) activation, a local maximum was observed in the active length-tension curve near reduce the inhomogeneity.
Upon stretching of non-activated cardiac cells, SL 2.3 m SL-a value similar to that found in the literature. 1 Although at submaximal calcium acinhomogeneity increases, 2, 19 as confirmed in the present study (Fig. 3) . We found that this phetivation the tension level of cardiac cells of some species (for example, dog) can apparently increase nomenon was not due to a different stretching behavior of sarcomeres in the middle of the cell and of even above 2.4 m SL, this may not be the case in the rat muscle used here. 10 A striking observation those near the cell-attachment sites. SL inhomogeneity was also unlikely to arise from asymmade by us was that in rat cardiomyocytes activated at longer SLs, force dropped to zero already at metric glueing, because care was taken to exclude skewed cells from the analysis. The most likely ex->2.8 m (Fig. 5) . Interestingly, comparison with a previous study by Fabiato and Fabiato 10 reveals replanation for the stretch-induced increase in SL inhomogeneity may be sought in the above-mentioned markable similarities: the authors followed the descending limb of rat cardiac cells up to the point where sarcomeric field structure:
29 a slightly different response of neighboring domains to stress might lead force dropped to 50% of maximum force at pCa 5.0. By extrapolating their force curve down to SL axis at to increased SL inhomogeneity. Support for this idea comes from the finding that in relaxed single cardiac zero force, we find the point of interception also to be below 3.0 m. On the other hand, we showed by myofibrils, which of course lack such domains, SLs are more uniform during stretching. 3 In summary, monitoring SL distribution and FWHM during activation that this short descending limb is unlikely increased SL inhomogeneity after stretching may arise primarily from a different stress response of to be due to increased SL inhomogeneity. Hence, the early drop in active force may be a genuine property loosely coupled domains within a cardiac cell.
A chief goal of this study was the analysis of SL of the cardiac sarcomere. These observations imply that the descending limb and SL inhomogeneity during active force development at different degrees of cell stretching.
of the cardiac length-tension relation may not be determined solely by the degree of actin-myosin Since in vivo cardiac muscle operates at relatively short SLs compared to skeletal muscles, the cardiac overlap; additional phenomena may be important. The issue was addressed in mechanical studies on length-tension relation has been studied mainly in the normal working range of >1.7 to >2.3 m SL. 1 single cardiac myofibrils (Fig. 7) , and an involvement of titin filaments was suggested. We first remember On the other hand, some regions of the heart may be stretched to beyond these SLs under certain pathothat these filaments span half-sarcomeres from the Z-line to the M-line, but are elastic only in the Ilogical conditions, as in dilated cardiomyopathy or end-stage heart failure. Therefore, it is of interest to band. 36, 37 In cardiac muscle, I-band titin is relatively short, whereas skeletal muscles express much longer study how active force generation changes on high sarcomere extension. A difficulty is that continuous I-band titins. 21, 38 We propose that the tissue typedependent expression of titin isoforms could lead to stretching of "standard" cardiac specimens (papillary muscles and trabeculae) does not result in a variations in the descending limb of the length- Figure 8 Model of the three filament systems in a (half-)sarcomere and structural changes occurring on high stretch. Overlap between actin and myosin filaments decreases with stretch to above >2.2 m SL. Titin filaments, which span from the Z-disk to the M-line, are bound to thick-filament proteins in the A-band but are elastic in the I-band. In cardiac muscle, the elastic titin section (N2-B titin isoform) consists of three extensible elements: stretches of Ig-like globular domains, the PEVK domain, and a 572-residue unique sequence insertion. 38,41 On stretching to above 2.5-2.6 m SL, titin Ig domains may begin to unfold irreversibly. Near 2.8 m SL, thick-filament disarray may occur and A-band ends may become disrupted, presumably mediated by unfolding of the globular titin domains normally bound to myosin. tension relation. How then would titin filaments, SLs, thick filaments may become misaligned, as demonstrated by electron microscopy of highly stretched which are not directly involved in the process of active force generation, affect the shape of the lengthrat cardiac sarcomeres. 24 Clearly, thick-filament disarray and disruption of A-band ends will affect active tension curve?
To answer this question, some structural and funcforce. Taken together, we argue that, beginning at SLs much below 3 m in rat cardiac cells, the ability tional properties of titin must be recalled. The giant titin polypeptide consists of many repeating modules, of myosin to generate active force is impaired by severe structural damage. Consequently, the desfibronectin type-III-like and immunoglobulin-like (Ig) domains. 38 These domains bind to thick-filament cending limb of the active length-tension curve will be abbreviated. Finally, the expression of different proteins, such as myosin, which renders A-band titin functionally stiff under normal conditions. 24, 39 The length isoforms of titin in skeletal and cardiac muscle 38 may explain why the descending limb has I-band portion of titin provides the sarcomere with elasticity. 40 The extensible titin section comprises a different shape in the two muscle types: unfolding of Ig domains and disruption of the titin-thick-filament structurally distinct elements, unique intervening sequences flanked by Ig-domain regions whose modcomplex will begin at much longer SLs in skeletal muscles (above 3.6 m) 27,28 than in the heart. ules adopt a -sheet fold (Fig. 8) . 36, 38, 41 During physiological stretching of cardiac sarcomeres (<2.4 m To sum up, stretching of rat cardiac sarcomeres to lengths above 2.6-2.8 m may trigger irreversible SL), the Ig domains remain folded, 41, 42 but modules may unfold irreversibly on stretching to above structural alterations within I-band titin and the titin-thick-filament complex, accompanied by im-2.5-2.6 m SL. 41 Unfolding would be predicted to result in a change in the slope of the SL-passive force pairment of active force generation. Thus, the descending limb of the cardiac length-tension curve curve, just as found in single cardiac myofibrils stretched to above 2.6-2.7 m (Fig. 7) .
may be determined only in part by the degree of actin-myosin overlap; the intrinsic properties of titin Ig-domain unfolding may have dramatic effects on sarcomeric organization. Most importantly, it may filaments may be equally important. trigger progressive detachment of titin from the thick filament-a process for which ultrastructural evidence was provided. 24 
